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Biography:

Tyler is an owner of Steel City Solar, LLC where he and his business partner have grown a successful sales and premium installation, residential and commercial solar provider.

Before starting a solar business, Tyler has spent the last 15 years as a financial/accounting professional. Tyler still consults a handful of clients helping small to medium sized businesses grow and operate efficiently. Tyler has also been involved in tax mitigation through the creation and purchase of tax deductions and credits.

Tyler has a Masters Degree in Accounting from Kennesaw State University and received his bachelors degree from Adams State University.

Solar or Storage Experience:

Although Tyler has only been apart of the solar industry since 2017 his insight into the financial tools solar is becoming has helped his own company grow, but more importantly offer his customers a unique perspective on the whole picture of solar.

Tyler is experienced in residential, commercial, distribution, education, financing and professional services aspects of solar.

My Priorities:

1. Education. With the large market solar has created Colorado education of what Solar and Storage have to offer as a renewable energy and tool of independence is important. There are also aspects of education so that consumers and providers can be familiar with a standard of quality.
2. Solar as Trade Industry. Solar has been long lumped in with the electrical industry and also with utilities. We are beginning to see individuals spend their livelihoods in solar and identifying the separation of Solar from industries it has long been lumped will help regulate and give validity to those who are dedicating their careers to Solar.
3. Peer to Peer Solar. Solar is and can be such a financial tool and a powerful investment. In order to grow the industry, the opportunity needs to be given individuals with entrepreneurial spirit and vision of both renewables and investment

My Strengths:

Tyler brings experience in two fields that are beginning to merge more and more, Solar and the financial tool it can become. Tyler is strong in idea and passionate in growth. Tyler is versatile and personal and can develop and maintain relationships.